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Heritage Site
By Robert Westwood, Jonathan Lewis

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Publisher of the acclaimed Official Guide to the
Jurassic Coast, Coastal Publishing Limited is a fast growing publisher with an expanding list of
books with regional interest and national appeal. This book suggests ten walks in nine of the Areas
that comprise the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site, each played a
major part in the development of Britain as a great industrial nation. Natural resources and human
skill, ingenuity and labour were equal factors in this contribution. Today, the ten Areas offer the
visitor natural beauty and a rich heritage of the mining industry that was once so important to the
nation; they combine to produce a fascinating landscape. The walks are suitable for all the family
and none are strenuous. The route of each walk is overlaid onto stunning aerial photography,
showing walkers the landscape and features, followed by a description of each walk and
information about the area. As well as the walks there are details of places to explore and
attractions to visit - all you need for a memorable day out! Come and explore dramatic cliffs,
golden beaches, hidden valleys and beautiful countryside, and learn about...
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Reviews
I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its been developed in an extremely
easy way and it is just after i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta Ritchie IV
A fresh electronic book with a new viewpoint. I was able to comprehended every thing using this written e pdf. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Isom Na der I
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